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Foreword:
Art Journal October 2021

Art house Online Gallery Magazine
was created to promote artists from
all over the world, and to disseminate
their work for global reach . Art house
Online Gallery Magazine is a Digital
magazine devoted for artists to share
their art. It is shared widely between
and artists and art lover globally. It
shares as well important events and
exhibition worldwide.
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Artist: Cassie Ramaisa.
Artwork: At the moment of Alzheimer’s
Cassie Ramaisa is an Algerian Artist using the following
techniques Drawing on glass, Miniature drawing.
Right

Artist: Rima Al Rimawi
Artwork: The weaving of life
Rima ALRimawi is a Jordanian visual artist. she holds a
bachelor degree in graphic design in 2000. She participated in
several art exhibitions . She now teaches art, passing on her
experience to her students
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spontaneity and rectitude. One is amazed with the
equilibrium obtained. From this perfect dosage of
powers a poetry warm and delightful.”

Top

Artist: Iris
Artwork: A passion for life

Top

Iris, (genevieve lahens esper), an architect by trade

Artist: Touabe Kawtar

has been painting for the last 16 years. Without

Artwork: Colorfull Dark

pretension or gaudiness, her paintings impact

Touabe Kawtar is an art lover who ‘s obsessed with

first by the simplicity of their language. Silent

every single details that makes her vision to the world

understanding. Measured lines. Jarring rhythms. Her

different. Which gives her the pleasure to share what

art works unfold like a customary dance that brings

she can feels through what happend arround her.

out beauty and feeling. Her paintings and sculpture

She is a young passioned girl who has a dream to

(wood and recycled iron), have no reference to

start her studies in art officially. She believes that

time. You can’t tell where she is from – Africa, Asia
or Europe. Emancipated or eluding a permanent
residence, her art work would fit in a space yet to
be classified where the traditional, the ancient and
the spiritual absorb the fragrance of modernity.
You could describe them as-“something that the
new millennium is expecting, totally universal with
a background of the spiritual.” “Much sensitivity,

only instinct is not enough to bright , only hard work
Top

Artist: Batool Alzaid from Saudi Arabia
Artwork: Origami Swan
Batool Alzaid from Saudi Arabia, I am an artist and
coach of the art of Orgami and work forms of art.

will give you what you deserve .
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Artist: Mohamed Tahiry
Artwork: Berber Atlas
Born and grown up in Tangier, his interest for art
started in his early years in school. His first passion
was drawing. He started portraying the teachers
during class, which some of them liked and others
didn’t. He went often to the library to read about art
and get inspired and to try out all kind of different
Artist: Seyam Hussain
Artwork: As well a rose.
Seyam HussanEl Gaml Faculty of fine arts Minya
UN , Animation department she serves as a
Graphic artist in BeeInteractiv company and she
was Awarded the Youth Salon Award for the 29th
2018 in Digital Arts.

styles of all kind of different eras to find his own
style. His first real accomplishment was obtained
when he won the first prize in Rabat when he was
15 years old. Afterwards he had some national and
international expositions. Working two years as an
art teacher to spark the same love for art like he felt,
didn’t give him the satisfaction he was looking for.
Now his passion is to find something new, to create
something that hasn’t been there before.

As a 5 year old he spent a lot of time in the
videotheque of his uncle, watching multiple films
a day from all around the world. In the following
years he started to unterstand the impact that
pictures have to the viewer. He got his first camera
with 13 years, fotographing all kind of thing in the
nature and taking pictures of people. He started
photographing professionally in 2008, when he
started travel a lot all around morocco. In 2011 he
had his own photostudio where he took photos of
other artists. Now he mostly works in the following
domains: streetphotography, fine arts, portraits and
abstract photography. Whenever he leaves the house
he carries a little camera with himself to capture the
small daily oddities.
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Artist: Simona Zecca Artwork: Tribute to Steve McCurry
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imona Zecca is
an Italian selftaught artist, She
has been working
for many years
in an office but
she wanted to try
to make a living
of her art. She has always been
drawing since she was a child,
and this is her real passion.
So, after some health issues, She
decided to leave her work and
try to live as an artist.
She has been working mainly as
an airbrush artist customizing
helmets, motorcycles and so
on, but She needed to express
myself through paintings too.
This year she started exhibiting
her paintings as some exhibitions
in Italy and they were warmly
welcomed by people and critics.
My works were featured at
Mantova Art Expo,WomenHouse
at OpenArt Gallery in Florence
and upcoming Premio S. Crispino
in Porto Sant’Elpidio (FM), in
Italy.
She is currently working on a
series of female portraits focused
on eyes, as they are the part of a
face which I love paint the most.

Continued

Audrey is one of my paintings composing the series
I dedicated to women’s eyes. They are Sharbat
(tribute to Steve McCurry), Liz, Marilyn, Amy, Mina
and Sofia.
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Artist: Danielle Dewberry
Artwork: Piracy
Danielle Dewberry is a mixed media artist based
in Kennesaw, Georgia who specializes in design. She
first became interested in art around the age of 10,
taking inspiration from her favorite cartoons, she
created her own characters and realized her true
passion. Through character design and illustration
she explores concepts and emotion in visual form.
Her pieces range from digital works, to small scale
illustrations and paintings and consist of bright
vibrant colors and detailed linework. With a more
gritty aesthetic, her characters and designs are
rough cut and draw inspiration from alternative
culture. In the future, Danielle plans to become a
tattoo artist and continue spreading her works for a
wide audience to see.

Statement: This piece is a play on color and
movement. Using a combination of abstraction and
portraiture, I wanted to create something bold and
complex. I wanted the design to feel as if it was
going to break through the panel of the realm which
this captain resides into our own making it sort
of interactive with the viewer.
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